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ABSTRACT
The use of hardware consoles and Midi control surfaces
in live electronics concerts often runs up against strong
limitations due to the fixed nature of the interfaces.
Usually all the knobs, faders, pads and buttons are built
and arranged in ways that do not really fit the studio or
performance situation, the actual electro-acoustic piece or
the live set.
To get round this, composers and performers can
switch to multi-touch programmable Midi surfaces which
allow specially tailored designs, completely adapted to
specific pieces, situations or projects.
Such interfaces can also evoke new feelings for musical
gesture and create completely new musical objects with
new parametric behaviours. Designing and parametering
these multi-touch control surfaces becomes an integral
part of the creative real-time composition process. These
devices open new intuitive territories for all composers
and performers of electronic music to explore.

FIRST EXPERIMENTS
Our research started in 2006, when my electro-acoustic
compositions were changing more and more into
spatialised live electronics performances. About the same
time, we started giving live electronics workshops to
music students from the University of Strasbourg and to
primary school children from several schools in
Strasbourg and Mulhouse in France.
Our first step was to use traditional hardware Midi
control surfaces together with Ableton Live software. On
these 8 Midi control surfaces, such as M-audio
TriggerFinger, the performers could play and control
sound files, mix them, and apply real-time processing
directly in Ableton Live. The concert setup was
completed by an audio multi-channel interface, connected
to 4 active speakers, in a standard quadraphonic
arrangement.
The Mixing Star
This setup worked well for a series of children's electroacoustic concerts we organised from 2007 to 2010 in
France, Switzerland and Germany.
One of the bigger setups was called The Mixing Star: 8
TriggerFinger Midi control surfaces were manipulated by
16 children to play electro-acoustic pieces specially
composed with them for this setup. See Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Mixing Star setup for children's electroacoustic concerts, as used for instance in a big trinational concert played by Swiss, German and French
children in June, 2010 in Huningue, France.

Setup limitations
However, using hardware control surfaces immediately
brought with it some strong limitations, similar to those
encountered more classically with analog and even digital
mixing consoles. The configuration is structured in a
standard way: physical faders, buttons and pads cannot be
displaced and their number cannot change. (see Figure 2.)
But playing electronic music pieces is always
something very specific. Each piece is different. Here,
standards are not important and, in our workshops, the
practitioners can have very different musical and
intellectual abilities, due first of all to their different ages.

communicate with a computer in a wireless mode, via
Wifi or Bluetooth.
A few years ago, we also got a very encouraging sign
that things were changing with the arrival of the Lemur,
the first multi-touch device developed by Jazz Mutant.
Their revolutionary approach ended up being totally
destroyed through bad commercial strategy, partly due to
the high costs of tactile screens at the time. But the vision
of this French company was nevertheless much
appreciated and, as soon as multi-touch technology
became widely available at a low cost for smart-phones
and touchpads, it became reality.
Searching for the right OS

Figure 2. A special setup for workshops with 8 to 13
year old children on a TriggerFinger USB Midi control
surface. 2008/2011.

Too much complexity
This was often the case when we were preparing concerts
with 6 to 9 year old children. They had great difficulties
in grasping intellectually how the interfaces worked.
Most of the time, much simpler interfaces would have
been sufficient to play these quite simple pieces and
would have made an intuitive approach more attainable
for these children.
Too much simplicity
At the other end of the spectrum, when composing and
performing my own electronic pieces, a single interface
was totally insufficient: many more faders and knobs
were needed. For instance, I sometimes needed 4
TriggerFingers in order to play 16 faders. Very often, a lot
of promising paths were simply abandoned because of
this sort of difficulty.
Hardware rigidity
A spatialised 'acousmonium-style' mix requires a lot of
volume faders, but a live electronics performance
requires constant access to a lot of knobs and pads to play
numerous sound files and transform them on the fly.
Hardware control surfaces cannot adapt to these very
specific needs, nor to the intuitive and musical playing
conditions that live electronics thrives on. This was a
concrete problem that everybody starting out in electronic
music has encountered.

ONE STEP FURTHER:
MULTI-TOUCH INTERFACES
In 2011, we started looking for ways to transfer these
workshop and concert interfaces setups to smartphones or
multi-touch pads. We were interested at first by the small
size of these devices, but also by their ability to

A first exploration of the two different operating
systems - IOS and Android for smartphones and
touchpads - led us to test nearly all the different Midi
applications on this mainstream market. The great
majority were developed on IOS for iPhones and iPads.
The Android market seemed to be of no interest for
professional users.
Some developers immediately rose to the challenge of
developing professional applications for musicians. They
proposed starting templates, but also editing facilities so
that the user could design their own specific interfaces.
Midi Touch, Open OSC, Liine Lemur
In 2011, each of these three applications was offering a
complete Midi system. The last one, Liine Lemur was the
exact transfer to iPads of the original Lemur.
Another good surprise: the creation of faders, knobs,
switches and pads was based on an object library and the
interface design process did not presuppose advanced
coding abilities.
The only requirement to be able to program most of the
control commands for the Midi software or hardware was
a good knowledge of the Midi norm, and this is shared by
the vast majority of electronic musicians.
Midi message transmission
At first, some developers seemed to hesitate between the
new OSC protocol and the old MIDI norm for message
transmission. The OSC protocol was innovating by
creating wireless transmission for common applications.
But the old MIDI norm won the battle, because musical
applications had to communicate with all the existing
musical software and hardware.
Midi over Wifi
The easy-to-use local Wifi network and Midi driver
implemented on all Apple computers was also a strong
argument for using IOS Midi apps. Which musician
wouldn't like to get rid of all their cables ? Which
performer doesn't dream of a totally wireless solution on
stage ? No more cables, no more tables...

Back to cables
But everyone came to the same conclusion: Midi over
Wifi is unfortunately not reliable for a lot of reasons. The
problem of frequent network interruptions has not been
solved and makes the unique use of wireless Midi
impossible, especially for concerts and public
performances. And of course, now there are a range of
connexion solutions to transmit Midi messages from
iPads to computers using totally secure old Midi cables.
See Figure 3.
Very low cost and high potential
As they are sold in Apple's closed market, these Midi
apps are very cheap and are compatible with all iPads and
iPhones from the very first to the most recent generation.
We sensed in this fact an amazing potential for musicians
to develop by themselves interesting new interfaces for
live electronics and electro-acoustic spatialisation in
concert situations.

Figure 3. A workshop session on iPads with a group of
12 children (7-8 years old) at the Elementary School of
La Canardière in the Meinau district, Strasbourg. Setup
was similar to concert on June 21st, 2012. [Online

video]
A small octophonic acousmonium

FIRST DEVELOPMENTS
We present here some of the interfaces that we have tried
out with success in different concerts and workshops.
Some were initially developed on Midi Touch, but they
were very easily transferred to Lemur and improved and
they could also easily be put onto Open OSC.

In contrast, an 'acousmonium-style' configuration can be
played by one person using a single control surface. The
musical basis is a fixed stereophonic piece, that is, a
stereo sound file which is spatialised through a series of
loudspeakers. We present here a small 8 speaker
interface. See Figure 4.

All were designed for real-time control, processing and
mixing on Ableton Live software. But of course a lot of
these objects and controllers can be adapted to any Midiimplemented software such as Protools, Cubase, Logic,
Max MSP, PureData, Kontakt, etc... or even any Midi
hardware.
Educational interfaces
We will not present here the interfaces that we use in our
educational projects. It is easy to understand the
tremendous educational interest that the freedom to
design very simple interfaces gives: we can set up faders,
knobs, pads in an intuitive way, use color codes, rename
elements on the interface itself, and so on.
This approach enabled us to setup a series of electroacoustic workshops for 7 to 12 year old children from an
elementary school in Strasbourg from 2011 onwards. We
now even have a project to develop interfaces for younger
children, from 4 to 6 years old.
A group of children can perform electronic music on an
iPad orchestra. In a school context, we usually work with
half the class; 12 to 16 children play on 6 to 8 iPads. The
music composed is most of the time based on 24 to 32
sounds, invented vocally or with objects and recorded by
the children themselves. Once the sounds have been
created, the children play them on the iPads using some
simple controls: start / stop, volume, pan, reverb and a
few effects. See Figure 3.

Figure 4. A multi-touch interface on iPad Lemur.
Spatialisation in acousmonium mode for a concert
program of 8 electro-acoustic pieces (see the 8 blue
buttons in the left column). We have direct access to the
8 output buses, with 8 volume faders and 3-band
equalizers.

One stereo audio track sends the signal to 8 mono output
buses connected to 8 speakers. On the interface, each of
the 8 output tracks has a volume fader and a 3-band
equalizer.
The 8 outputs are organized in a very classical manner:
two speakers for front stereo, two at the rear, two on the
left and right sides, one at front centre and one with
vertical sound diffusion. See Figure 4.

The system functions with one iPad, a small Midi
interface, a Macbook (Ableton Live software) and an
audio multi-channel interface (8 analog outputs). The 8
audio outputs go directly to a PA system, consisting of 8
active speakers.
On this virtual mixing console, other more
sophisticated or dedicated functions can be easily
implemented to match specific needs for any particular
music piece or for any of the output tracks in particular. A
series of tabs link to special pages where for example,
controls for real time processing and surround pads can
be designed. These pages are instantly accessible during
performance through a single finger touch.
The system is not limited to 8 audio outputs. It can be
very easily extended to 14 outputs on Ableton Live
software and up to 256 on software such as Cubase or
Logic. One iPad for 16 outputs, two for 32, 3 for 48, etc...
all these can be linked to one MacBook (or any PC) and
multi-channel audio interfaces to create an even bigger
acousmonium.
It has to be noted that the multi-touch sensation can
bring a whole new feel to spatialised performances. The
typical hardware console feel is very quickly forgotten.
The self-designed iPad interfaces are very flexible, the
templates are very quickly and easily customized with an
editor or even directly on the iPad itself, and unnecessary
controls can be eliminated to enable more clarity and
musicality during the performance.
A quadraphonic surround pad

of the sound source in a quadraphonic space defined by 2
X and Y axes. See Figure 6.
Two other Midi CCs pilot the track volume and a reverb
plug-in inserted in another track. This reverb simulates
the acoustic feeling of distance when the sound source
decreases or increases in volume. It is a very simple but
effective concept: the two controllers are synchronised,
but their values are inverted, so that reverb and track
volumes variations are inversely proportional.
The louder the direct sound, the lower the reverb level:
a proximity effect. In contrast, the lower the volume, the
higher the reverb: a distance effect.
As for the Y axis, the credibility of the two paired
controllers depends on a fine tuning of their minimal
values in order to offset the logarithmic hollow effect that
occurs when their values cross. These crossing values
must be determined on location. They can be determined
very precisely by ear, and depend on the dimension of the
sound projection space and on the chosen reverb
algorithm.
A 3-band equalizer completes each track. We can also
imagine that a bass correction level could be inversely
linked to the volume fader of the track by a third CC,
reinforcing the distance effect a little more. This type of
correction must be very light and precisely adjusted on
location as before.
These spatialisation parameters have been tested in
different sized rooms. The improvement was greater in
small rooms where the perceived room volume was
increased, thus improving the sound projection sensation.

This control surface enables another type of
spatialisation, which has been explored by other more
sophisticated tools like the Max MSP spatialiser. With
simple programming and without a single line of code,
this small spatialiser is very easy to design and parameter.
See Figure 5.

Figure 5. Two independent tracks with volume fader
and a 3-band equalizer. Six sound files on each track
can be intuitively quadraphonically spatialised by
moving the ball on the two dimensional multi-touch
pad.

Each surround track is managed by a combination of 3
Midi Control Changes (CC), affected to the movements

Figure 6. Midi assignments for the 5 CCs emulating
quadraphonic sound spatialisation, including basic
settings for the value range of the cross-fading CCs:
CC 1 - CC 2 for reverb, CC 4 - CC 5 for Y axis (front-

back). Left-right axis is controlled by the single CC 3
(pan pot).

A more elaborate version was recently developed for
Ableton Live software with the MaxForLive SendXnodes
plug-in, which also uses send and return buses and allows
up to 12 channels (12 speakers) on the spatialisation pad.
A control surface for live electronics
This surface was developed to support a series of
performance pieces which always started with no sound
in the box. In solos, duos or trios, one or more
microphones record the voices and instruments of
performers or improvisers which then get mixed on the
fly in Ableton Live. Musical phrases, single sounds are
sampled, looped, transformed and remixed in an instant
composition process.
For this real-time processing, we chose several very
powerful GRM Tools plug-ins, with easy real-time access
to parameters and a good Midi implementation.
Our purpose was to generate proliferating electronic
sound textures and to manipulate them in real time in
order to enhance and free their wild and rebel qualities.
The first experiments were started in spring 2011 on
traditional hardware control surfaces. At the end of the
year, the whole set was transferred to iPad to improve its
versatility and make it lighter and also to search for new
functionalities. See Figure 7.
After some solo or trio concerts, this is still a work-inprogress and we are starting to explore the new
possibilities offered by the more advanced Midi app:
Lemur.

We present here our current interface. On each of three
identical audio tracks, we can record three sounds
sampled from the performers live production, with one
command to arm the track in record mode and another
one to start/stop recording and play the audio clip. Each
sound can be immediately transformed on the fly through
volume changes, looping and transposition. These touch
manipulations on iPad become very rapid and intuitive
within a very short training time. Very quickly the
performer no longer has to touch the computer or look at
the screen. See Figure 8.

Figure 8. Midi assignments for one track and two send
and return effect chains, including commands for GRM
Tools parameters.

Each track has a quadraphonic surround pad of the
same type as previously in order to instantly spatialise the
sampled sounds.
Figure 7. Live quadraphonic electronics on Ableton
Live controlled by an iPad Lemur interface. In green, 3
recording and mixing audio tracks. In blue and orange,
2 send and return effects chains: 3 GRM Tools and 2
delays. In white, real-time sample processing:
transposition, looping, normalization and global tempo
variation for the whole project. In purple, the action
intensity of the iPad accelerometer and randomizer
button in the upper left corner. The 5 tracks are
quadraphonically spatialised.

Controlling GRM Tools in real time
The sound signal is sent in two return buses where we
insert several GRM Tools and delays. See Figure 9.
Each of these two effect tracks is also spatialised with
its own similar quadraphonic surround pan.
A special command was also implemented in order to
affect the whole mix (the sample and effect tracks): a
global tempo dimmer which can accelerate or slow down
the looped samples. For this we use the existing tempo
function in Ableton Live software.

Figure 9. The 3 GRM Tools plug-ins and 2 delays
inserted on each of the 2 effect return tracks.

Controlling a MaxForLive plugin by gesture
A single fader commands a return track volume on
which we have inserted a random granular synthesis
plug-in: the MaxForLive Insinkorator. Two of its
parameters are commanded by the accelerometer device
of the iPad. Here iPad rotation on two X,Y axes (left-right
and front-back) changes two parameters. We chose to
affect the track pan and the dry/wet effect ratio to these
gestures. The sound sources going into the granular effect
are sent continuously from the three sample tracks. The
global volume fader doses the accelerometer action. See
Figure 10.

Figure 10. An example of the iPad accelerometer
settings, as used in concert since October 2011. [Online

video]
New objects, new behaviours
On Lemur, a physics engine is also implemented,
allowing different behaviour modes for objects. The
attraction, friction and speed of moving objects can be set
to different values and modes. Faders, rotating buttons
can all be animated, even along infinite paths. Although
these behaviours can be ascribed to any object, one in
particular in the Lemur library seems dedicated to this
kind of behaviour: the Multiball object, presented earlier
in the surround pad set up. See Figure 11.

Figure 11. An example of a Multiball object setup with
4 balls. Each ball can be moved by touching and its
positions on x,y axes send values for 2 Midi CCs which
can drive different Midi parameters.

The ball can be moved by finger touch, but it can also
be “thrown” by the finger into a trajectory. Three main
parameters determine the trajectory: speed, friction and
attraction. The ball can move inside its own square or
rectangular space with more or less speed. The duration
of the move can be short, long or even infinite (friction =
0). It can be attracted with more or less strength by your
finger (attraction parameter).
In this example, one can imagine the 4 balls moving in
different directions and speed, sending variations of
values on 2 (or more) Midi CCs per ball. We can play
with balls in real time by throwing, stopping them or
changing their speed and trajectories.
This setup has nearly endless possibilities when applied
to sound material. For instance we could drive four long
or looped sounds with the four balls and apply each of the
x,y axes to a surround quadraphonic pad. Driven by the
moving balls, the four sounds can move in different ways,
each one on a different track. This surround mix can
change at any time from a very slow motion to a very
agitated one. This motion effect was used in a recent
performance in May 2013 in Strasbourg, France.[Online
video]
But imagine that we also change the parameters
distinctly for each ball and/or implement more than two
Midi CCs on one ball. On one axis, we could set any
number of CCs that could change values of different
parameters in the mix or in real time processing.
And remember that we can start from nothing, just an
empty interface, and then design our objects as we want
and parameter what we want, in whatever Midi
implemented software (sampler, sequencer, synthesizers)
or hardware we choose.
Here the imagination of the composer or performer has
no limits. Such setups can simulate real behaviours, but
also very complex abstract ones with many nuances. We
can build original interfaces without any code, however
scripting in a C style language is also possible in the
Lemur editor if we want to set even more complex and
adapted objects.

CONCLUSIONS
IOS Midi apps bring new and almost infinite possibilities
to the electronic musician through very cheap and nearly
pocket size devices. In certain performance contexts,
these devices can match those of large analog or digital
consoles, drive any Midi software and be easily used
anywhere: in the studio, on stage or in the concert hall.
The most sophisticated app, Lemur, can also be used as
a development platform for new interfaces. Its unique
physics engine can stimulate musical inventivity and
open up new ways of composing and performing.
Far from both the rigidity of traditional consoles and
hardware Midi control surfaces and the complexity of the
coding needed for Max or PureData, the Lemur app puts
the inventivity and freedom of the musician back in the
right place, that is, in the interface, focussing on the
musician's intuition and on the musical gesture.
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